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SOCIAL-FACTORS. AFFECTING LABOUE STABILITY

&6te on- the Study .

This study had its origin in the Reports of the first, third and ■.■■.■■■

fourth-sessions of the Economic Commission for Africa, It stems.in part

also fromrecommendations made by the Working Party on Economic and Social

Development which met in Addis Ababa in January 1962. . As stated in the ,,.

Programme-Of Work and Priorities (e/GN.H/230) it was recommended that

research: on motivational and institutional factors related to development

should receive- more attention, . .

Terms ofreference for the study were a country study of social- ...

barriers and incentives to economic changes with special reference to -:• ■

institutional and: motivational factors related to development within

specific aafe&s of research- ' -,; . ■ ,

The particular area with whiohthis report is concerned covers

factors affecting the stability of the industrial labour force. -3?he

study was conducted in Uganda during the period March 15 to. June. 15

1963^V It deals particularly with problems related to the adaptation .

of workers to industrial employment and their commitment to wage-earning

as reflected in rates of turnover. This cannot fully measure the stability

of the labour force as such since a worker may change employer and still

form part of a settled labour force. No data is ,available on the genera^

aspect, exoept for 1957 for Kampala. The trend in rates of turnover for

a single factory? however, still gives an in-dication of stability, and

provided additional sources of information are available to help witb

the interpretation of the data on turnover and its distribution, with

time and with other factors, the indication is rendered more reliable.

The various sources of information and data which have been used _

include previously published books., monographs and official statistics.

The study also relies to a large extent on information which was kindly

given by two factories in Jinja, the town where it is planned to

l/ During this time a study was also made of social factors related to

agricultural development. The report of this study is appearing in

a separate paper.
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concentrate the industry of Uganda. These factories are a tobacco

factory belonging to the East Africa Tobacoo Company and a textile factory,

the Nyanza Textile Industries-Ltd., a subsidiary of the tfganda Development

Corporation.

The choice of the former permitted some comparisons to be, made over

a period of ^ime as a study had already been made of labour turnover .in

this factory in 1954^V Although both factories have at present low

rates of turnover, Nyanza Textile Industries has the larger labour force,

and the absolute number of workers leaving this factory is great enough

for a more detailed analysis. In addition, some information was,provided

from the files, of the latt.er factory on their rates of turnover for 1957>

soon after it started operating.

Lastly? 27 workers in all from both faotories were interviewed to

get some idea of their motives for becoming industrial wage earners,, of

the period, of time they intended to stay in industry and of their general

orientation, towards wage earning. .,.■-....

The number of workers interviewed is too small for detailed analysis.

No attempt was made to select a random sample. Within the time available

for this study it would not have been possible for one person to do a

systematic study based on collection of data through interviews of a

random sample of workers and furthermore to systematize and oarry out

an analysis of such data. It is thus .clear that the findings of.the

study are preliminary and inconclusive and that further research is

needed to establish decisive relationships between the social factors

and the stability of the labour force. . , ■•-..-

The employment situation in Uganda during the study must be kept in

mind. For several years there has been no increase in general wage-

earning employment. Although not recorded, there can be no. doubt that

there is rather extensive unemployment. An indication of this is found

in the figures for total recorded .African employment. According to the

1/ W. Elkan, an African Labour Force, East African Studies No.7, East
African"Institute of Social Research,Kampala, 1956.
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last available figures there were 221 thousand in recorded employment in

1961. This is lower than any year reported in official statistics since

1954 with 225 thousand employed. The highest recorded employment figure

since then was 229 thousand in 1960-V Itids reasonable to assume that

the unemployment situation does reduce labour instability and make:an

evaluation of the contribution of other factors somewhat uncertain.

Introduction

The process of industrialization is part of the broader process of

economic development. It entails a movement of resources from agriculture

to manufacture. Industrialization depends as much on the availability

and quality of the. human resources as on the availability of material

resources and markets.

The worker who leaves, the rural areas and agricultural activities

to take up •employment in industry generally lacks the requisite skills

for his new work. The urban environment is often new to him and it

requires adjustments on. his part which are probably not easy to make-

Under such circumstances his initial productivity cannot be expeoted to

be high. In addition to this a great number of other factors appear to

affect the work performance. "The low productivity of ordinary African

labour is not merely due to the lack of technical skill but.to a variety

of factors which may include under-nourishment,. poor physiquej endemic

disease, inadequate supervision and, in some cases, lack of interest in

■ordinary . economic in.cenii* e.s"--{

-Furthermore, as- has often been pointed out, low wages .may begone of

the reasons for under-nourishment/.and they may act both as cause and

effect of low productivity and fof labour instability. In spite of the

numerous relevant factors therg appears, however, to be a crucial relation

ship between labour stability and productivity. "One of the reasons why

l/ 1961 Statistical Abstracts and Enumeration of Employees 1961, Statistic!
Branch, Ministry of Scononiic Affairs:

2/ East Africa Royal Commission,'Report 1953-1955, p. 153.
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greater productivity has not always been obtained by attention to the

above-mentioned factors is the instability, or impermanence of the

labour force, its. reluctance to form part of a settled labour force."-'

If this is so, it becomes important to get some indication of the

factors and conditions which either facilitate or make difficult the

development of a settled and stable labour force.

In Uganda only 2.1 per cent of the population live in towns of 500

people or more, while 96.2 per cent live in rural areas. The industries

of the country have to rely to a great extent on people coming from the

rural areas and from agricultural activities. This implies that a great

part of the labour force consists of migrant workers. In Uganda it

implies as well that it consists of workers from various tribes. These

features of the labour force are described and discussed under the

headings "Composition of the Labour Force", "Tribal Composition and

Stability" and "Turnover among Migrant and Local Workers".

the existence of a great proportion of migrant workers or workers

coming from agricultural activities has special significance as it is

often assumed that the instability is due to the oscillation of these

workers between spells of farming and spells of industrial employment.

Data from"1954 and 1957 support this assumption. Figures for 1962 for

the two factories indicate the turnover has decreased greatly. "■ As

regards labour stability, the main points which emerge in this study

are the following* labour turnover has decreased considerably over the

last few years. This emerges from a comparison of the turnover for both

factories. It may in part be due to the unemployment situation, though

to what extent is not easily ascertainable. . .

In both factories the migrant workers have roughly the same rate

of turnover as the local workers generally, but in one of the factories

the'rates of turnover differ for the two local tribes, especially in

respect of those workers who leave after a short period of service.

l/ East Africa Royal Commission, op. cit, p. 154.
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The terra migrant worker denotes a worker who moves from one place

to another in'order to take up a job. A local worker is then a worker

who may take up employment in his home area. In order to classify the

workers, information on tribal'origin has been used, coinciding to a

great extent with district of origin. This introduces some arbitrariness.

It is not known when the worker moved from his home area, nor how many

titieo he has been back and forth. The Ganda are classified as local

workers. Although parts of Buganda are near enough to the factories for

the workers to be classified as local, "other parts are not* No informa

tion could be had to classify the Ganda, or other workers, according to

whether they had really moved from their home area to take up.their

present job or not. The number of migrant workers is thus likely to be

higher than shown in this study, mainly because some of the.Ganda may in

fact not be local.

This classification does not separate workers who have an agricul

tural background from those who do not. In Uganda, local workers may

also come, to a great extent,' to industrial work from farming. They

appear to keep their farms under cultivation while in industrial employ

ment in the same way as the migrant workers do.

The low labour turnover is remarkable in view of the fact that

almost all workers still'have their farms. Such combination of farming

with industrial employment is supposed to be one of the conditions of

instability. The reasons for keeping on farming and the arrangements

which permit such dual activity are analysed under the heading "Land

and Farming" and also under "Family Ties and the Industrial Worker".

Attachment to land and farming was evident in a number of the

workers interviewed. Some keep up their farms to allow them to go back

to agriculture at one time or another. Yet of great importance to all

workers is the social security which the farm represents. The workers

appear to spend some of their wages on the farm even when they have been

in employment for many years. In some cases the amount appears to be
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4uite considerable. The return to the workers for such expenditure was

impossible to assess, and it would seem to be important to establish its

extent to help establish the cost of eventual alternative forms of social

security. The security which the farm gives is however, comprehensive

and covers the riskof unemployment.. Under the present circumstances

the combination of wage-earning with farming does not appear to account

for much instability, though this may change when the employment situa

tion changes. It may reasonably be said that there is a latent conflict

in the demands made on the worker by. his two economic activities.

Because of the land tenure system, cultivation of the farm has to

be maintained in order that the worker may keep his claim to the land.

Through obligations and expectations which exist between family members

he is able to do so. It appears that most of the workers keep tbeir-

farms under cultivation mainly with the labour of their wives. In some

cases o^her relatives, mostly brothers and fathers, may give some help.

Some (Work.iS also done with hired labour, which is paid for out of the

.wages of. the workers. ■ ...:... . ■

The family system withits manifold expectations and obligations

appears to have further impact on labour stability. Some migrate to the

south to escape these, though among the workers interviewed it was far

more common to find people who had migrated in order to save for themselves

as well as for other family members. The impression is that, on the whole,

family.ties remain strong and the demands they can make on a worker may

be cuite heavy. The strength of such relationships in material matters

is such that the worker would probably not hesitate to leave his work if

he were needed at home.

In the last chapters it will become apparent that'factors other than
migration influences stability. Such factors are education and wages.

The separation of migrant .and local workers has been dropped, and instead

an attempt has been made to outline roughly.a process of transition from

target workers rith strong ties with agriculture to workers who are

committed to wage-earning.
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Education and wages have "been analysed in some detail to ascertain

their "bearing on the pToblem. The influence of education oh labour

stability is by no means clearcut, Generally it appears that education

orients people away from agriculture and directs them towards wage-earn

ing. However, while lack of education, implying lack of knowledge of the

language used at the place of worl-Cj is' certainly a negative factor*

turnover rates nay ir4ore?.-ji3" among workers of higher educational levels.

Turnover amongst such workers does not necessarily indicate instability '■

as members of the labour force- It is rather a result of commitment to

wage-earning.1-1 Tiio search for better jobs makes the workers "shop around",

such turnover may be aggravated by the, often unrealistic, expectations

of young people in-.uonditione where education is expanding and a certain •

educational level is no lon^eT* a passport to the type of work or pay

which: ,±t was".: whan ciiu^a'tion ;rar; r'.ore E

The role of wa^-oi i£ the stabilisation of the labour force is a

controversial ioaue* From the figures presented in this paper it can

be concluded that the workers do react positively to wage incentives/'the

migrants no lesc ihan the local irorkers. It is true that for a "few

workers,,the wages or in^roener-i in wages with length of service do not

seem to„ matter much.,,• These ere the target workers who take wage-earning

employment, to save a 3pooifir <3v.n1 or to stay for a particular period of

time. However, even if a-, sorter cor.et; with the intention of staying in

the labour forco only. f^-c. limited tiiaey the target he has in mind Is

often such that he will Bt;,y on i"o:? r'.cv.'cral tyearsa He- then becomes . .

exposed to an sir/ironLU-^-J Trhioh increases his needs and wants over and

above his previous targslf A ^rjiual process of transition from targets

to increasing needy and n<mtj rolled to ,-- generally higher standard of

living starts a process in ri-ioh the vage level plays an important role.

The level of wagos appears eypoc.'-ally important for those workers wlid

come with xhe intention or -diving the:;:.- luck", it appears that the wage

they get is the decisive factor when, at some time, they decide, whether

their luck in wage-earning employment is comparable to what they, would

expect in agriculture. :'
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Composition of the Labour Force -

The main towns in Uganda are Kampala and Jinja. People oome to

these towns from all parts of the country as well as from the neighbouring

oountries. "Two thirds of the employees of Kampala and Jinja are regarded

by the local inhabitants as foreigners, and many come in fact from outside

Uganda.' A large contingent oomes to Kampala from Ruanda—Urundi. Another

large contingent comes from a part of Kenya adjoining Lake Victoria.

Others oome from within Uganda. There is no Uganda tribe which is not

represented in the labour force of Kampala and Jinja, although some

tribes predominate"—^

The main labour—supplying areas of Uganda are the West Nile and Acholi

districts of the Northern Region and Kigezi, Toro and Ankole districts

in the Western Region. "The percentage of tax-payers absent from these

districts at any one time during the year is estimated to be* Kigezi

25 per cent - 30 per cent, Toro 15 per cent - 20 per cent, Ankole 10

per cent - 15 per cent, West Nile 15 per cent, Acholi 12 per cent - 15

per oent"—L

Hot all of these migrants become wage-earners, A ready estimate of

the proportion of wage—earners among the migrants is not available.

However, of all male Acholi residing outside their own district,

approximately 50 per cent would appear to be in wage-earning employment,

whilst the corresponding proportion of people from vfest Nile would

probably be less than 20 per cent.-'

The following table shows the origin of the enumerated labour force

in Kampala and in Uganda as a whole.

l/ W. Elkan, An African Labour Force, op. oit. p. 4-

2/ Annual Report of the Labour Department, for the year ended 31st
December i960, p. 17 .

$/ Calculated from the population census 1959 and "Enumeration of Employees",
Statistics'Branch, June 1961.
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TABLE I

Geographical Origin of Kampala's and Uganda's

Enumerated Labour Force June 1957

Place of Origin

Kampala

African employees

per cent

34

6

25

10

13

5

7

Uganda

African employees

per cent

12

25

18

6

15

8

Buganda

Eastern Province

Western Province

Northern Province

Kenya

Suan.4aJ and Burundi

Elsewhere

Total 100 100

Source: W. Elkan, Migrants and Proletarians, p. 31.

What 'effects nave^ the diversity of tribes and the high proportion

of migrants in the composition of the labour force on its stability?

Tribal Composition and Stability

The great number of tribes in Uganda can mainly be classified into,

the broader groups of Bantu, Nilotes, Nilo-Hamites and Sudanic people.

Tribal affiliations appear to be strong. Many of the tribes have lived

in highly organized societies with kings or chiefs commanding respect

and loyalty, and representing- the unity of the tribal society. Between

certain of these tribes there was previously often war or oonflict, the

repercussions of which are still felt, particularly between Buganda and

Bunyoro.

Differences in cultures and tribal customs have to some extent been

accentuated by differences in education and occupational opportunities
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and experience. The lake area has for long been the commercial and

administrative cen-t*«. As a ..consequence, the Ganda_have advanced more

rapidly than the rest of the peopl.es as regards, education and skills.

Under ordinary circumstances tribal heterogenity does not appear to

affect the stability of the labour force, though it is naturally

difficult to establish the.extent of.any such.relationship. In I960,

however, political disturbances touched off a conflict within one of

the factories studied. This took the form of workers of one of the local

tribes threatening workers belonging mainly to one of the Nilotic tribes

that they would be expelled, or down-graded and that their houses would

be burnt. Leaders and headmen of the Nilotic tribe also complained that

workers of the Bantu tribe refused to obey them. This conflict affected

production figures and some of the harrassed workers were lost to the

factory.

But conflicts which often seem to be tribal in origin may on

investigation be found to be due to individual tensions and quarrels - ; ..

such as may occur in any factory. Between 1955 and 1961 a jury of semor

workers handled 47 cases of "fitina", three cases of witchcraft and three

conflicts of religious nature where workers from different tribes were

involved. These conflicts, however, did not spread to the other workers

of the respective tribal groups, and all, except five oases, were settled

*y "a touch of the hands", which indicates that tribal differences were

not involved.—'

Turnover among Migrants and Local Workers

The growth of industry necessitates the flow of workers from" agri

culture to take up work in the new or expanding industries. In other

words, migration is a concomitant phenomenon. Migratory labour is in

general regarded as the unstable element in a labour force, and espeoxally

disadvantageous for manufacturing industries. "While migrant labour

1/ Information provided from the files in Nyanza Textile Industries.
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is quite suitable for many types of employment, factory work - except

perhaps in such seasonal industries as sugar refining and fruit and

vegetable canning- is not among these. In'tho""faCtory» as a rule,

stability is an asset without which the requisite degree of industrial

skill Is costly to achieve and difficult to maintain"-'.

The high proportion of migrants in the labour force in the main

centres of Uganda may affect the stability of the labour force,r-if,-as

is commonly assumed, they stay only for shorter periods in town. There

are-indications that this, is the case. A study of workers in a tobacco

factory in Kampala in 1954 revealed that the migrant labourers "had a

higher turnover rate than the local people, the Ganda. "Average monthly

rate of voluntary separation was 7.6 per cent; but for the Ganda alone

2/
the rate was under 4 per cent"—'.

The losses of local and migrant workers respectively varied with

time. In oommon with many other enterprises, the factory had a dis

proportionately tiigh turnover of men with only a few months' service,

and among the workers who left after less than one year's Service there

was a high proportion of local men. "Of those who, in the months September

1953 to June 1954, left after less ,than one year's service, one-third were

Ganda, although the Ganda only constituted one-eight of those workers in

the factory who had completed less than a year's service. In other words

the turnover amongst the Ganda newcomers is vt:.-y much higher than amongst

other tribes"—'I . . .

The picture is reversed when a somewhat longer period of service

is considered. Thus, of the migrant labour lost during, the period above

10 months, 95 per cent had less than three years' service,.while: of the

local'people lost, 71 per cent had less than thrse. years' service,. This

is reflected in the table "below in the relatively-greater proportion of

Ganda amongst the labour force with more than three years1 service.

\j Process and Problems of Industrialization in Under-developed Countries,

United Nations, E/2670/ST/ECA/29, New York, 1955-

2/ tf, Elkan, Migrants and Proletarians, p. 105, Oxford University Press, I960

3/ H. Elkan, An African Labour Force, op. cit., p. 7.
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TABLE II

Distribution of Local and Migrant Workers by Length of Service

A Tobacco factory in Kampala) 1954

Per cent of labour

Tribe Per cent of total force with more

labour force ^an three years
service

Ganda . , 26 54

Others (migrants) 74 ■ ^

100 100

Source: W. Elkan, An African Labour Force.

As a result, if a Ganda was not lost in the very early period of

service, he was likely to become one of the more stable workers, while

a migrant was less likely to quit in the first few months, though he

. was also less likely to stay beyond three years.

With the new data for 1962 a comparison of rates of turnover is

-!- possible for the tobacco factory of the East Africa Tobaoco Company in

Jinja, While the monthly average turnover in this factory was 8 per cent

' in 1954,' it had, by 1962, decreased to 0.5 per cent. Of all workers who

left in 1962, 50 per cent were local people, in this case both Soga and

Ganda, which is exactly the proportion these represent of all employees

in the factory. This shows that the migrant workers in 1962 had the same

rate of turnover as the local workers. The number of leavers in this

enterprise is too small for detailed analysis. The trend in turnover

is,,however, reflected in figures for length of service in 1954 and in

the. following table.
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TABLE III

Labour Force "by Tribe and Length of Service

A Tobaoco factory in Jinja

Per cent of

all employees

Per cent of employees

with 3 year's service

and more

Per cent of employees,

with 5 year's wervice

and more

Tribe 1954 1962 1954 1962 1954 1962

Soga

Ganda

Others

31

13

%

27

23

50

,50.,

15

35

27.9

24.2

47.9

59

14

27

31,8

26.1

42,1

Total 100 100 100 100 100 100

Source: 1954 figures;

1962 figures:

V. Elkan, An African Labour Force.

Calculated from files in the factory. Unfortunately

all oards were not in the file. It covers 363 out

of a total of approximately 400.

From these figures it will be observed that in 1954 the local people

tended to stay on for a longer period of service than the migrants. The

proportion of local workers was higher among those with three years*

service and more, and five years' service and more, than in the total

labour force. This is true particularly of the Soga. The proportion of

migrants deoreased sharply with length of service. In 1962 the propor

tion of local workers still increases with length of service,., but the

proportion of migrant workers decreases much less than in 1954*

In the textile factory in Jinja, the annual turnover amounted, in

1957? to 76 per cent of the total labour force by the end of the year,

which may in part be due to the fact that the faotory was newly established.

By 1962 the annual rate of turnover had dropped to 11 per cent of the

total serving labour, force. Table IV shows annual rates of turnover for

the local aad migrant workers by length of service. It will "be noticed
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that the migrants have roughly the same turnover as the local workers and

that turnover in the previous peak period, one to three years' of service,

is low. Furthermore, among the workers with three years' service or

more, the migrants have the lowest rate of turnover. The difference

in rates of turnover for the two local groups of workers with less than

one year's service again points to the tendenoy of the Ganda to leave

after a short- period- of-service. It may, however/ also be partly "due "to

^^^^^.classifica^ipn of iall .Gan.d.a as local workers, .since this rate

of turnover is.about as high as the migrants'.

TABLE IV

Annual Turnover in Nyanza Textile Industries Ltd. :

by Tribe and-Length of Service. As percentage of '

each group serving by end of 1962 ;

Separation rates for each group in per cent
Length of Less than un.e year but less three years
service tribe ' one year than three years or more Total

Looal:

Ganda

Soga

Migrant

Others

41

28

42

15

11

11

Total' 38 11

Source: -Calculations on data from the company.

The points which will receive particular attention in the following

analysis ares

....(a) the high, turnover in tb.e early period of service among the ,Ganda,

(b) /tb-e higher rates of turnover among the migrant workers as well
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as the peak period of the distribution of turnover with

time* and

(o) changes in rates of turnover evident in the above comparisons,

^specially as concerns the decrease in the rate of turnover

among migrants,

.Commitment to Wage-earning Employment and Turnover

• The great number of workers who left after only a few months1 or

even a few weeks' service emphasizes the difficulties of adaptation to

factory work. Bat the very high losses of local men in the factory in

Kampala studied by Elkan, suggests other reasons for it as well* Blkan

concluded that the Ganda were more committed to wage employment as a

oareer than the migrant workers. Having aocepted the status of wage-

earrier> they were keen to get the best possible wage, and would change

jobs frequently in order to try to achieve this. "A Ganda will. stay if

he sees before him a prospect of rapid increases in his earnings. Other

wise he leaves and goes from job to job"—(

Thus a local man would leave quickly if there was no prospect before

him, and he would stay on in the factory if there was. This then also

explains the high proportion of Ganda amongst the workers with more than

three years' service, shown in Table II.

Such initially high turnover - as a result of commitment and concern

with wages - may be related to education and to family obligations and

expectations, which under certain circumstances aggravate the "shopping

around". A discussion of this will be found below.

Just as the turnover amongst the Ganda was explained in terms of

commitment to wage-earning, the higher general turnover and their

distribution w:ith time among migrants may be explained by lack of

commitment to wage-earning as a career. The heavy losses of migrant

labourers among those" with a length of service between one and three

\J ff. Elkan, An African Labour Force, op. oit., p. 7.
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years was, aocording to Elkan, due to target workers. They did not come

to stay in wage employment, but only to supplement their farm income for

certain purposes. They may either have come to accumulate a definite

sum of money or for a definite period of time, after which they returned

to agriculture*

The contention that the migrants come to supplement farm income draws

support from a very rough inverse relationship te;fcw_een the, leyel o

incbme in the various areas in Uganda and the supply of migrant labour

Such a relationship is, of course, also affected by the extent of oppor

tunity for wage employment within the home area. Generally, areas with

low farm "income and few employment opportunities show the greatest

proportion of migrants. Thus, in .the districts of West Nile and Kigezi

40 - 50'per cent of the tax-payers have been away in certain years^

Th*e farm income in these districts is at the same time among the lowest

in Uganda.' Both Kigezi and certain areas of West Nile are further heavily

populated, 'and population pressure on land has led to relatively small

farmB and fragmentation of land. .Data from West Nile show a high positive

association between population density per square mile and the proportion

of tax-payers absent H Farmers in these areas1have experienced real

difficulty in attempts to augment their farm income in order to satisfy

their needs. Their solution has been to migrate to find employment in

town.

But even where there is no land shortage, and where both acreage and

yields could be increased to give higher earnings from the farm, farmers

may prefer to satisfy their needs for cash by taking wage^earning employ

ment rather than by increasing the production of cash crops. It has been

found that when the farmers in Acholi needed, money for bridie price, for

more and better clothing or for a bicycle Mthey nearly, always; earned their

money by taking employment of some sort and not by producing mor.e ootton.

l/ W. Elkan, Migrants and Proletarians, op. oit., p. 36.

2/ Annual Report of the Labour Department 1955 and 1956.

3/ J.F. Middleton and D.J. Greenland, "Land and Population in West Nile
District, Uganda", The Geographical Journal, Vol. CXX, Part 4, ->' \

December 1954.
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Growing cotton, they thought was a hard way of increasing their earnings

and it was also uncertain "because they did not know how much more cotton

they would get from a larger area, still less what cash return they could

expect"—'.

It is the peak period in turnover at around two to three years

which indicates that when a migrant leaves his employment? it is not

to find a new employer, "but to go back to agriculture. There is not

much data available to tell the period of wage employment taken by these

workers, and who actually goes back to farming. The Annual Report of

the Labour Department estimates that "the majority returns after periods

2/
varying from six months to two years"—'. In 1957 c sample survey of

unskilled workers gave the following distribution of length of stay in

Kampala:

TABLE V.

Period of Residence of 171 Kampala Workersi February 1957

Time elapsed

since first

coming to

Kampala to

work

Duration of

current stay

Under

6 months

11

25

6-11

months

11-

18

12-23

months

Per cent

15

18

24-59
months

29

20

5 years

and over

34

19

100

100

Sources East African Statistical Department,

l/ Report No. 1, Uganda Protectorate Market. Surveys, Marketing Company
Ltd.

2/ Annual Report of the Labour Department, 19.60, p, 17.
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Thus a quarter of the workers had at the time of the survey stayed less

than six months. More than half, i.e. 61 per cent had stayed less than

two years. It will "be noticed from the figures that some workers must

have made several tours to Kampala; while 25 per cent now had stayed

less than six months, only 11 per cent of the workers had come for the

first time to take'up work in Kampala within the last 6 months. The

figures tend to -confirm the picture of the short-term and temporary

commitment of migrant workers to wage-earning.

The greatly reduced rates of turnover observed in 1962 are no doubt

partly due to the unemployment situation. It is likely that the lack

of new employment opportunities curtail turnover aue to "shopping around".

However, the present low rates of turnover for the migrant workers is

perhaps the most spectacular feature of the data in this study. Is this

due to the unemployment situation? Is it perhaps also a result of greater

commitment to wage-earning? Whatever the cause, how has it come about?

In the following-sections- an attempt-Trill be made to-assess the effect

of some factors which appear to be related to the problem of stability

of the labour force in general and of the migrant workers in particular.

Land and Farming _

There appears from the interviews to be very few workers indeed,

who do not have a farms and almost all have their farms too far away

frora their place of work to live on them. This pertains to migrant as

well as to local workers.

The vital aspect of having a farm, a "shamba", is that of security.

When the worker compares farming to industrial employment, he finds that

the first gives him little in return for all his efforts. He can work

very hard and spend money on improving his farm only to get next to

nothing from it, if weather is bad or pests harm his crops. Thus the

income from farming is irregular and insecure. As an employee he knows

more or less what he will get and when he will get it: income is regular

and secure.
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But there are all sorts of "eventualities" connected with wage-

earning, too. Firstlys he can "be dismissed. Secondly, if he becomes ill

and when he grows.olC? he ma.y lose his job. In this case the farm is his

security. The money he takes from.his wages to keep up the farm may be

regarded as payment to keep up an insurance against loss of income from

wages. . . .......

Almost all workers appear to spend part of their wages on the farm

even when they have been in wage employment for many years. In some

cases the amount appears to be quite considerable. In others the amount

is not great, mainly because of the labour, fz1;.^ T-rives and other family

members* It was not possible to ascertain either the costs to the

worker or his return from his farm though it would seem important to

establish .^hese in view of the importance of determining the cost of

alternative, forms. ,of social security. However, the farm not only gives

security in .oaee of loss of wages, but it also provides the income by

which part of the fo.mily lives when not in town and it covers the cost'

of food and living for the worker when on vacation.

It-must1 be stressed -'chat the farmer has to keep up cultivation of

the land to maintain his claim to it* The system most prevalent in

Uganda is that whoreby a man keeps his rights to a piece of land

through its cultivation. Except for the so-called Mailo land in Buganda,

land may not be bought and sold. In a1! other areas a man acquires land

as a member of■, & -family or a clan? with rights to allocate plots from

areas over which these v-iii-*;^ "by tradition ksvs 07m or ship.

Given the desire of the worker to keep his land as security* he has

to keep up the cultivations other-wise he .may 3."33 it. Thus he has to

devote some time or effort to arrange for this. The responsibility Ifor

this may in certain cases affect turnover rates. Although ii; may be

expected to.affect the stability of local and migrant workers'differently,

the.difference should net be over-emphasized. The migrant worker is too

far from the farm to live on it, or to keep up regular supervisionj but
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so are many local workers. The fact that some workers both migrant and

local, have been in industrial or other wage employment for 10 and even

20 years and still keep their farms, indicates that the demands on the

workers arising from the upkeep of the farm may not interfere unduly

with the stability of the labour force. The workers use their annual

leave or holidays to go back and look after the farms.

The turnover rates at present do not show that the dual role of.

farmer and worker is playing a large part in the instability of the labour,

force.' However, it may be said to constitute a latent element of

instability. If and when the unemployment situation changes for the . .

better, the worker would have less to lose if he quits his job to look , .

after the farm for-periods.

Among a number of workers there was a noticeably strong attachment

to the soil and to agriculture. These workers expressed this attachment

in such terms as "this is our tradition", or "it is what oux fathers

have done before us". It is from such workers that one gets the oomplaint

that their "hearts are on the land while their bodies are in town". For

some of them, undoubtedly these expressions embody a real conflict of

choice. It would seem that there is a variation in commitment to wage-

earning implied in the statements of workers according to which aspect

they Stress most: the more committed the worker, the more he is likely

to stress the pure security aspect, and the less committed, the more likely

is he to stress the conflict between his preference for agriculture as

a way of life and his need for the money which, he says, he cannot earn .,

from farming*. ......

Family Ties and the Industrial Worker

One of the reasons why a worker in town is able to keep up a farm

while in industrial employment in town, is found in the organization of

the family and of the work. Though the division of labour allocates

agricultural tasks both to husband and wife, the women have the greater-:
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responsibility. They have the responsibility generally for food orops

as well as for the weeding of cash crops. In addition, some flexibility

in the division of labour eases the arrangement for the worker in town.

Although a stricter division of labour appears to be observed in the

northern region, in the Eastern region men or women may do the work as'

necessity arises. "In Teso although usually the men do the ploughing,

I have also seen women as part of a ploughing teanv ... Women may clear-

the land and fell trees if necessary"—i ■. . ■ ■.

The"migrant worker may thus leave his wife on the farm to take care

of most of the necessary work. Further^ the work which is not by custom

hers, may be taken care of in several ways. She itiay get help from Her

husband's brothers or father for the heavy work. Communal work parties

may" dig certain of thefields for food and beer which she prepares.

Lastly it is possible to hire labour and pay in cash from the wages of

the worker. During the season of cultivation the wife tfill" stay oft the

farm, while she may come to stay with her husband in town in the dry

season. It appears though* that if the farm is far away'she stays most1

of the year on the farm

Marriage is polygynous all over Uganda? and many of the workers

have two or more wives. In this case, one of the wives may stay on the

farm,'while the other stays with the husband in town. Sometimes, it

appears, they alternate between the farm and the town depending on age.

Often the younger stays with the husband in town to produce children.

■ , Though polygyny makes it easier for .a migrant to keep up a farm

while in, employment, it makes full family 2iS . in town more difficult,.,

and this p.ertains also to extended family relationships. Khen farming,

the additional labour of the wives and othsr.family members increases

the production and the income.. Unless they can contribute to the.income

in some way by their labour in town3 their presence there represents

l/ J. Harmworthj "Peasant Agricultural Labour Organization in Four *
Selected Areas of Eastern Uganda''1, Paper, East African Institute of

Social Research, Kampala.
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additional expense. Only very few of the workers have been a"ble to

secure even enough, land for a small kitchen-garden«

It has "been known that men migrate in order to avoid demanding

family obligations. Earlier research points to this as one of the

reasons for migration to the south. "Although the Buganda Alur are

to a considerable extent organized on a kinship basis, the field of

kinship is there very restricted and many kinship obligations are

tacitly curtailed, tfhile the general obligation to help kin is observed,

the very fact that all are there to make money creates an atmosphere in

which heavy demands on property are not made between kin. All have, in

fact, left Alurland partly in order to escape from those kinship

obligations which tend to disperse wealth as soon as accumulated. These

factors far outweigh the higher cost-of—living which they are subject

to in Buganda"—L

On the other hand, others have migrated to fulfill obligations

towards members of an extended family. "Men say they go south to get

'money and clothes"'. The need for money and the use made of earnings

can only be understood from consideration of the local kin-group (usually

the extended family) as the unit concerned in the migration complex.

The individual goes souths in most cases, as a member of a residential

and economic group rather than as a single individual in isolation.

He does not usually leave his family group without consultations within

it and the head of an extended family will see that not too many of his

dependents are away simultaneously. The dilemma here, expressing a

conflict between the need for money and the desire to prevent the

disruption of family life through the absence of too many men, is an

l/ A.I. Eichards, Economic Development and Tribal Change, p. 150.

Published for the East African Institute of Social Research by

W. Heff er & Sons. Ltd,, Cambridge, 1954- '
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insoluble one within the framework of traditional Lugbare organization

and values.,.,- in effect the o.ld men send their sons to get money for

them'^V , ...

■ ?his wa»"alsb-: apparent from the history, of the workers interviewed

in-Jinja. : Many. :of/the "targets" or purposes for taking wage employment

refer to the needs of an extended family group. Thus, a man will first

save for his own bridewealth, and after having got his wife, he'may then

aocumulate,money for successive brothers' bridewealth. Sons will stay

for years in industrial employment, sending money home to their fathers

for general use on the farm and for taxes, but will return when the

father becomes top. old- -jo i^.n,:;M;e tlie ^:..r:i, A man may send money to his

own area not only for,the education of his own children, who stay there,

but also for the education of younger brothers and brothers' children.

The above gives the impression that family demands can be materially

quite heavy on the worker. In some cases it appears to amount to a

virtual subsidizing of that part of the extended family, staying in the

rural area. It may be seen as a sort of specialization witliih the

extended family - while some members keep to farming others migrate to

earn wages.--The-results.of- the-efforts are then-combined and used for

the common good of the group. Several-of the workers confirmed that

-they would leave-their jobs at-the factories if they should be needed at

home to keep up the farming. . . .

Education

-Education affects workers' stability and efficiency in a variety of

ways, especially when this results in lack of a common language among

workers and between workers and overseers in a factory. .

In Uganda, as in a good many African countries there is no common

language, and people who are drawn from different regions to comprise a

1/ J.F. M. Middleton, Labour Migration .*?<?. the Lugbare, ps 14-15> Research

Department, Colonial Office, London, 1952.
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new labour force may bring to this as many vernaculars as there are

tribes. A common language is often introduced in' eduoation only at a

higher level. In Uganda the common language is English which is

introduced, usually from the level of Primary IV omraxds. Those with

no education, and \iitli ^dur^ticn below this level lack this moane

of communication.

An analysis of voluntary separations in the first few months of

service as well as of dismissals, shows that the group of workers with

little or no education showed up heavily in 1957 in Nyanza Textile

Industries. Although turnover in the first months was heavy in all

educational groups, a somewhat greater part of the turnover in the lower

educational group occured within six months' service.

TABLE VI

Separations by Educational Level and Length of Service?

Nyanza Textile Industries, 1957

. Per cent

Educational level:

Nil - P.Ill 75 15 10 100

P.IV - P.VI 71 11 I8 - 10°

Source; Piles in Nyanza Textile Industries. .

No information available on workers with education higher

than P.VI,

It should be noted that, although the loss of labour in'the group

"Nil to P.Ill11 is higher than that for the others in the early part, the

total turnover for the year was lower* This is due to a higher rate of
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dismissals in this period. Although roughly for all groups the voluntary

rate increases and dismissals decreases over time, the dismissal rates

alter considerably after the first three months between the educational

groups. ,

TABLE VII ,

Involuntary-Voluntary Separations and Educational Level» - ,-■.-,

■■■:■;■ -.-- Nyanza Textile Industries, 1957

: Per cent.

Educational 1-olunt^to Voluntary ThoB,^

.-■■-;.. ievex A11 leavers Those left within within

' three monthsfy-6 months

Nil to P.Ill ; 45-55. . 40-60: , 66-34

P.JV - P.VI ■ ; , 38-62 ; ,. 33-62. 35-65

Secondary Education .....—. , 23-77 ; , -

Source; Files in the factory. ' -■■.-■■-.

There are indications that the variation between the educational,

groups/was due to differences in the ability to understand English.

91 per pent of those dismissed over the whole year were unlikely to have

but a slight knowledge of English. This group? at that time, represented

87 per cent of the total labour force. Furthermore* the relationship

between involuntary losses among the.less educated workers, decreased

after 6 months' service to 34 per cent, and.after 10 months to 14

per cent of all separations.

After 6 months, -the uneducated worker has'become familiar with, the

general nature of his job as well as with the technical terms. However,

before this the worker has probably- experienced difficulties in under

standing instructions and has not been able to ask questions on points
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that were unclear. In himself this may have created elements of doubt

and uncertainty, resulting in lack of operating confidence. He might

have given his supervisors the impression of being dull-witted, slow

and inefficient, eliciting "reprimands" and harsh treatment during the

learning period. This added to the other frustrations of the new

environment, especially during the early stage of development of a new

faotory with heavy pressures from production targets, would seem to

account for -the -hi-gh -losses in the workers' early service period.

The second aspect of education relevant to labour stability is

that of; educational level and aspirations either to particular types

of -occupation or. to a particular wage level.

There has been a general increase in the level of educations i'n the

recent years Throughout" the country. Education appears to be orienting

people away from agriculture, and creating"aspirations towards wage-

earning. "Like the European and Asian, the educated African takes it

for granted that he will enter public administration, industry or

commerce. This seems to"flow naturally from the very investment o?

relatives in his education. This is less because he must pay off loans,

however, than because he feels obliged to demonstrate what his education

can do for him in securing European type work"-'. . .. • ■

"in the rural areas, the older people these days complain that

the young men who have some education, will not work on the farms. Even

when they find no employment "suited" to their educational status they

will "not dirty their hands" with'farming. When one of the workers

interviewed was asked why he had taken industrial employment, he answered;

•I have had education. I cannot do what my parents and the old people

do. I came to seek employment". Finally there is an indication of this

positive orientation towards wage earning in the higher percentage of

-people with schooling in the two factories than in the population at

large. ' Thus inj the tobacco factory, 40 per cent had never been to

1/ Urban African Social Structure and Working Group Behaviour, by Cyril
Sofer, UHESCO/SS/Af. Conf./3, 1954, P- 12.
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school. In the textile factory, only 15-16 per cent had never been to

school/. According to the 1959 population census about 60 per cent of

the men and 83 per cent of the women over 5 years-had never had any

schooling. The two factories do not select their workers on a basis

of education. The aptitude test used in the textile factory is not

related to literacy, although some previous familiarity with technical

equipment like screws and bolts may be a help.

Given the positive orientation to wage-earning, one would expect

the educated workers to form the core of a stable labour force. But

as measured by the rates of turnover in the single factory, education

may have a different effect. In the table below labour losses are

related to educational level. There is a very clearcut increase in

turnover rates with increasing educational level.

TABLE

Turnover by Educational Level. Nvanza Textiles

Industries, 1957

Per cent

Educational Level Eates of Turnover

Nil -P.Ill 69_O

P.IV - P.VI ?8<5

Secondary I and over 91.6

Sources Files in the factory.

At this point it is perhaps pertinent to stress again that turn

over in each enterprise can only serve as a rough indication of the

stability of the labour force as a whole. No data is available to tell

whether the educated worker who quits his present job goes to. a new
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employer. However, in view of the commitment to wage-earning among

educated.people^ it is not likely that the higher rate of turnover

implies oscillation between agriculture and wage employment. It is

more likely to be related to "shopping around" in search of better jobs.

The same was to some extent found in the study by Elkan, mentioned

earlier, with regard to the Ganda, who on the whole were better educated

than the other workers—'.

One of the reasons for the turnover among the better educated

employees may be found in the aspirations they have towards a white-

collar job. When Nyanza Textile Industries looked around for young

men who, in the future, could take over responsible technical and

skilled jobs, it vras found that "education stood for any occupation

which carried the status symbol of ;ohe pen and desk and of the muster-

2/
roll, ledger and journal"—'.

There can be no dcubt that such jobs carry a certain prestige.

The demand for clerical posts by P.IV and Secondary Junior students

appears to arise also from the fact that even junior clerical posts

carry higher pay rates than -'hose of manual or factory jobs. Further

more, comparatively low educational qualifications were expected to

produce disproportionately high wa£3S. The promise of promotion and, .

progressively higher -pzy did not, in the experience of the factory,"

work as a strong incentive in stabilizing this group of workers. The

high turnover in the higher educational levels may thus be due to

dissatisfaction resulting from high wage expectations and consequent

"shopping around" to find better prospects elsewhere immediately, rather

than to wait for promotion and higher payo

The education of a young man is very often a family concern, where

several members of the family together provide the fees. In fact,

everyone with some means appears to pay or to contribute to somebody's

l/ W. Blkan, An African Labour Force, op. pit.

2/ Files in Nyanza Textile Industries.
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school fees. This is regarded as ah investment, which is expected to

provide a future source of income for the family. This is one of the/,

reasons why a ydung man is unsatisfied witli anything less than what

is often a disproportionately high wage. "It was common to find that

these demands were promoted by the "fathers" or elder "brothers who - '

would instruct their young men to quit and look for more pay"-'. Often

these relatives had themselves no education and no experience of wage-

earning occupations. They had no means of Judging what the educational

requirements were for a particular job and what payment one could real

istically expect.

The figures for turnover "by educational level for the same factory

in 1962'do not show the same increase as in 1957* Part of the explana

tion for this as well as1for the greatly reduced general rate of turn

over must be considered as due to the small number of new employment

opportunities* flages in the factory are now relatively, high and length

of service before the first increments has been shortened from three,

months to four weeks.

Wages and Stability ■

The relationship between wages and .the., stability of the labour

force has been given much attention, but the reaction of workers in

developing countries to wage incentives still appears to be a contro

versial topic.

For a number of workers it is the need for cash, that cannot easily

be satisfied in a subsistence economy, which:causes them to seek wage-

earning employment. Assuming that a more or less.definite sum of money

is needed, the higher the wages, the shorter will they stay. Ifj as

Blkan fo-und in' his study in 1954? the migrant worker has a definite

period of time in mind, the stability will not be affected by wage level.

He further states: "In fact, however, the man from Ruanda who has risen

in the pay scale, is as 'prone to leave in his second or third ye,ar as

l/ Files in Kyanza Textile Industries.
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the man who has not; on the average his length of service is neither

longer nor shorter. This also disposes of the. common assertion made in

defence of low wages, that, since the immigrant is only here to acquire

a certain ;sum of money? the less you pay him the longer he will stay

with you11—L . ■

On the other hand it may be claimed, as in the East Africa Royal

Commission Report 1953-1955* that migrant labour by its lack of bargain

ing power and its inefficiency depresses the wage level. This makes

stabilization difficult since the wages are not sufficient to live on.

It implies, however, that the workers would respond to wage incentives.

The question of whether or not the migrant worker responds to economic

incentives in the form of wage increase cannot be fully answered here.

However, some tentative answer will be-attempted with the available

statistical material. < -.■•,,■■ ■.-...

The management of ITyanza Textile Industries believed tjiat some of

the heavy early turnover was due not only to difficulties of adaptation,

but also to dissatisfaction with the wage level as well as with the length

of time a worker had to wait for the first wage increase. In consequence

the probation period before the first wage increase was reduced from

three months to four weeks. It is stated that after this"a considerable "'

decrease in the early rate of turnover vrae noticed-.

The relationship between wage level and rate of turnover is illustra

ted in the table below. The figures are for 1962, and the higher the

grade, the higher the wages.

The table shows that all groups pf workers, including the migrant

workers, have lower rates of turnover the higher -the pay grade. The

rates for the migrant workers show the greatest variation, contradioting

the assumption that they are not responsive to.wage incentive. They

have, furthermore, the lowest rate of turnover of the workers in grade

l/ W. Elkan, An-African Labour Force, p. 9> QP/

2/ Communication from Nyanza Textile Industries
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TABLE,

'Annual Turnover Rates "by Tribe and Wage Grades '1962-Stanza. Textile

Industries. As percentage of serving; in each- Tri'be/Grade Group '

Per cent

Pay.Grades

Tribe

Grade

1 & 2

;Grade.

j & 4

Grad$ five

and over
Total

Ganda

Soga

Migrants

24

22

22

12"

6

15

11

11

Total 22 11

Sources Calculated'" on data on turnover provided by the factory.

five and over. In spite of the unemployment ■"situa4rrorr"^rhi"ci-;-inafe«a:--i-'fr-~1 ■-■

difficult for a worker^ who quits-his1'present job to get -a'new one, one

mayj from the above table, as well as from statements from the workers ■..

themselves, conclude that they do respond to economic incentives. ■■ .

The absence of problems of labour turnover in both factories may

also be significantly related to the relatively highwwages they pay.

The attraction of high wages has been observed elsewhere* "Finally'it

is tempting to speculate about the merits of the basic assumption, .with

regard to ohe worker reorai'^a ire-in ■oi'&.u.i-i.iicncil agriculture-. The gap .' "'

between earnings and employment possibilities in his now industrial ■. "-■

environment and those open to him as' a farmer or farm worker^ i's-iiflually

wide, while at the same time9 his job horizon' remains relatively narrow

through 3,ackL.of 'experience*-.and mobility. It .would not be surprising,

therefore, .if he chose'to make-intensive ef.for.ts to adjust himself, to __

the demands of the more favourable industrial situation. For the exper—

:i:eiiCed urban-rindustrial,..worker^ on the other har.d;> thg range of^kno.wn . .
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possibilities is wider and his expectations in terms of wages and

employer-employee relations more sophisticated. In this study, at least,

instability in the work force was more likely to be found in the latter .

The difficulty, however, was as mentioned earlier, that the new

industrial labour-force in developing countries do not command high

wages*; The East Africa Royal Commission has recommended that attention

be given -to the development of agriculture as a.means of raising the

supply price of labour and thus its bargaining power. However, the new

skills;required of the industrial worker will not be improved by this.

If it is a question of the relationship between wages and skills and

efficiency," why should hoVthe employer' simply pay higher wages straight

away?- The development of skills and efficiency, presumes a stable labour

force. The significance of, wages as.a means to achieve this is indicated

in the above inverse relationship between rates of turnover and pay" grades.

From Target Worker to Pullfledged Employee

The need for money which objectively or subjectively cannot:.be. .,,^

satisfied, by earnings in farming is a common reason, among almost aJ.1 .

workers for haying taken industrial employment. But their wants and j

needs may vary in scope and intensity i one may find the worker who fits

the description of a target worker as well as those who have taken wage

employment as a way of life to satisfy continuous and recurrent needs.

Very, few of. the. workers interviewed could be classified as short-term

target workers. Their targets included bicycles, taxes, clothing and

groceries. Some of them had only recently been employed and although /they

did ,not intend to become wage earners permanently, they would, or could

not. tell how long they intended to stay. ■. ...

■ While only a few have come with short-term targets in mind, the •

greater proportion appeared to have targets of such a nature that;,they

1/ Hobert L. Aronson, "Labour Commitment Among Jamaican Bauxite^fforkers",
Social and Economic Studies, Vol. 10, No. 2, June 1961, p. 1S2.
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would have to stay for several years. Such targets were the education

of children- savings to establish themselves in some business and for

"brideprice not only for the worker himself but for brothers. For these

workers also it appeared difficult to indicate how long they intended to

stay in wage employment. This is partly due to the nature of their

targets. The education of their children alone would require years of

effort and saving. In addition they often paid for the education of

other relatives. They were therefore often unable to give any definite

indication of when they would return to agriculture. It became evidents

too, that, although they saved for specific purposes, these were not

really targets, but; things for wnich a man wou^a bave ui- pay ouL whatever

his.occupation. The need to save to pay taxes is usually taken as a

target, but, as one of. the workers said, what was the use of going home

when.he .had accumulated enough to pay the tax. ■ Taxes had to be paid

■every year and he intended to stay indefinitely.

Lastly, there appears to be a not inconsiderable number of workers

who have not come for any specific target or "period of time, and whose

ideas range from taking industrial employment in order to "try one's luck"

to the definite statement of preferring wage earning to farming. '

It will be noticed that the above description implies a gradation

of the workers from low commitment to high commitment to wage-earning.

In the earlier part of this paper, the workers were classified as

migrant and local workers on the assumption that from this classification

would emerge factors relating to labour stability. At present,rates of

turnover do not support this assumption. This may be due to the fact

that local workers are recruited from traditional agriculture to almost

the same extent as the migrant workers. Both for local and migrant workers

one may ask, what are the essential factors which create commitment to wage-

earning among people previously used to and attached rto agriculture?

The most important factor in the development of commitment to wage-

earning generally appears to be education. The relationship between
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labour stability and education has been discussed earlier. It has not.

been possible to deal with particular aspects of education which could

be related to the preference for wage-earning occupations; however, it

may reasonably be assumed that, as more and more people receive education

there will be an increasing number of young people who prefer wage

employment to agriculture.

Although education in a way appears to create a preference for

wage-earning, commitment to it as a career may also "be seen as a gradual

process from, short-term targets to the need for a generally higher and

continuously increasing standard of living.

The urban environment appears to stimulate and increase the wants

of the workers. Impressions from the interviews with the workers

indicate that by the tima a worker has achieved a particular target? he

has already acquired now ones, which are often related to higher standards

of living. Workers find that their wages do not go far because, as they

say, they want meat for themselves and milk for their yoimg children.

A one-room house is not enough* Where should one put the visitors? The

process of increasing standards is well illustrated by the desirs for

better clothing, "Earlier I could get along with a shirt worth 10

shillings, but when the others have shirts worth 18 shillings, I too want

that, and therefore it is difficult to manage'1.

The desire for a higher standard of living makes the worker more

aware of the value of money; he becomes mere sensitive to economic

incentives,: Perhaps the clearest example of this was given by a man from

Kigezi who had done "tours" of on 3 year in industrial employment alter

nating with one year period at home to farm. After a number of years

he discovered that those of his co-workers who had stayed on, were all

getting better wages than he. This time he had already stayed on for more

than one year. He was still not quite ?.v::e Y.r*.T l«Tg he would stay but

suggested at least four years more.
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Wages appear especially important to the class of workers both local

and migrant, who want to try their luck in industrial employment. This

somewhat cautious attitude appears to characterize those who show some

positive orientation towards wage earning, "but are not yet certain

whether or not advantages are to "be gained from it. A trial period of

industrial employment may lead to a definite preference for industry

mainly for such reasons as regularity and security of income compared

with farming, and the higher standard of living which is possible with

the higher earnings: "Employment is good because you eat well, you grow

well and you look well". Thus they will stay as long as they can make

a better living, not simply till they have accumulated enough money for

a particular purpose. The wages they earn will be the criterion by

which they decide whether or not their luck in industry is comparable

to what they might expect in agriculture.

The assumption that the worker who comes from agriculture or the

migrant worker is strictly a target worker neglects the possibility that

wants may increase. It neglects the possibility that some workers are

not target workers* but show some initial basic commitment to wage

employment. Disappointment and frustration may result from the many

examples of higher standards of living T7hich the worker meets in town

when given no opportunity to attain them himself. Town and industry seem

to have one main thing to offer the workeri material advantage. Without

this he apparently sees very little point in preferring a life in

industry.




